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Miss Eleanor Sheffield is a talented evaluator of antiquities, trained to know the difference between a genuine artifact and a fraud. But with her fatherâ€™s passing
and her uncleâ€™s decline into dementia, the family business is at risk. In the Victorian era, unmarried Eleanor cannot run Sheffield Brothers alone.
The death of a longtime client, Baron Lydney, offers an unexpected complication when Eleanor is appointed the temporary trustee of the baronâ€™s legendary
collection. She must choose whether to donate the priceless treasures to a museum or allow them to pass to the baronâ€™s only living son, Harryâ€”the man who
broke Eleanorâ€™s heart.
Eleanor distrusts the baronâ€™s motives and her own ability to be unbiased regarding Harryâ€™s future. Harry claims to still love her and Eleanor yearns to believe
him, but his mysterious comments and actions fuel her doubts. When she learns an Italian beauty accompanied him on his return to England, her lingering hope for a
future with Harry dims.
With the threat of debtorâ€™s prison closing in, Eleanor knows that donating the baronâ€™s collection would win her favor among potential clients, saving Sheffield
Brothers. But the more time she spends with Harry, the more her faith in him grows. Might Harry be worthy of his inheritance, and her heart, after all? As pressures
mount and time runs out, Eleanor must decide whom she can trustâ€”who in her life is false or true, brass or goldâ€”and what is meant to be treasured.

Lady - Wikipedia The word lady is a term of respect for a woman, the equivalent of gentleman. Once used to describe only women of a high social class or status,
now it may refer to any adult woman. Informal use of this word is sometimes euphemistic ("lady of the night" for a prostitute) or, in American slang, condescending
(equivalent to "mister. Lady | Definition of Lady by Merriam-Webster Her mother was always telling her to act like a lady. He bumped into some lady walking to the
bus stop. He helped a little old lady cross the street. Lady | Define Lady at Dictionary.com Although lady is still found in phrases or compounds referring to
occupation or the like ( cleaning lady; saleslady), this use seems to be diminishing. The use of lady as a modifier ( lady doctor; lady artist ) suggests that it is unusual
to find a woman in the role specified.

Lady - definition of lady by The Free Dictionary Â· The use of lady as an attributive to modify another noun, as in the phrase lady doctor, is widely considered
offensive. When the sex of the person is relevant, the preferred modifier is woman or female. See Usage Note at female. How to Be a Lady - wikiHow Being a lady
isn't just about looking or behaving properly on the outside; it involves being a good person on the inside. When talking to another person, give him or her your
undivided attention. It is polite, and will make for a more stimulating conversation for both parties. Lady Justice - Wikipedia Lady Justice (Latin: Iustitia) is an
allegorical personification of the moral force in judicial systems. Her attributes are a blindfold, a balance, and a sword. She often appears as a pair with Prudentia,
who holds a mirror and a snake.
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